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physicist would say the resulting motion is s 
tional and translatior nal motion imparted¥X to tl “body 

llet strike. There are three combina 
ion thet cou@d result from a bullet s 
discussed in the memo .(See pages 1- 

To explain th 
meant making it i 
Besides, the poste 
the shot came from 

correctly in the Ramparts article would have 
& physics lecture, which we could not 
motion is still a valid indicator thet 
wheres up front. So we parried this issue 

by relegeting the = -ations of 312-313 motion to footnote 
10; "The initial m n ofthe head (frames 312-313) is consistent 
with & bullet ied from an elevation of about 25 degrees or more 
from the direction we have postulated, Since this would cause 
@ turning motion ebout the neck in the direction observed," 

Now, however, life is getting nore complécated. People are writing 
Dooks, and looking into this issue in great detail. A ae com nfusion 
is going to result. First of all, some of the critics claim? of 
TWO bullets hit the heed during 312-314---one from the back and 
one from the front. This iS & possibility. It is not, however, 
the only explanation. he other is that theshot came from 
forward, high, end to the right. Seconé of all, KHEK counter-critics 

(like WIL) try to #€§8X use the P12~313 portion o motion 
hk - AXAKEK alone (ené ignore the rest) in order to gs 

shot came from the rear .(They invoke neuromuscule : ne 1 
explain the rearward motion after 313). KRYHUEXHR WIL meade the 
acquaintance of a pro-Warren.~Report Assistant Professor of Physics, Brian Jones, at UGLA last year, and nad him do an exhaustive 
study on the Zapruder slides, (Life sent them out here for a few wesks), His. Fekhee was essentially the same as mine, E Ignorin 
the doub hit possibility, WIL 2 always says:"Either the shot ‘came 
from the. Ege, or my phystcist says it came from the front, but from very high.. Well, theres nothing ‘up there but trees, aid if ue uo want 
to believe that...." ete etc ad nauseum, I don’ + thi nk ther ic anything that shook him as much last year as having his own ghysicist. tell him | that if it wesn t fired from behind at 313, it had to literally come out of a tree up front. 

For all these reasons, I think you will find the attached 
memo a useful piece of intellectuel ammunition ho vld you become 
involved with anyone in a discussion of the head=-snap. It is 12 pages long be@ause I tried to explain things as clearly as possible, which means going through things Step-by-step. If any of it is confusing, or if meanings are not clear, I would be glad to entertain 2ny¥ questions you may Bet br incorporate any sugsestions you make. This is something 
of B fi st draft. 

The mein conclusion of the memo is that there are three"possible " expla Be Tae for the"3laandeonward" motion: a) one hit from the rear and & powerful neuromusc: vlar reaction


